Introduction
Value-at-Risk (VaR) is defined as a one-sided confidence interval on potential portfolio losses over a specific horizon. Interest in such a diagnostic metric can be traced back to Edgeworth [1888] but the developments in this field were really spurred by the release of RiskMetrics™ by J.P.Morgan in October 1994. An intensive and still growing body of research focuses on estimating a portfolio's VaR and various analytical or simulation-based methods have been developed (see for example Duffie & Pan [1997] and Jorion [2001] for an overview).
Currently we observe a shift from portfolio risk measurement to detailed risk analysis and subsequent risk management. Aside from the portfolio's overall VaR there is an apparent Garman [1996, 1997] , Jorion [1997] and Litterman [1997a,b] have studied these VaR measures under the assumption that returns are drawn from a multivariate normal distribution. For many trading portfolios, however, the assumption of normally distributed returns does not apply. Fat tailed distributions are rule rather than exception for financial market factors and the inclusion of non-linear derivative instruments in the portfolio gives rise to distributional asymmetries. The same applies to credit portfolios: when estimating creditVaR one must cope with skewed loss distributions. Whenever these deviations from normality are expected to cause serious biases in VaR calculations, one has to resort to either alternative distribution specifications or simulation methods.
In this paper we investigate the concepts of MVaR, CVaR and IVaR in a general setting. We put the standard results derived under normality in a broader perspective and show how they can be generalized to the wide class of elliptical distributions. In addition we present a simple procedure for estimating these VaR metrics in a simulation context.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the concepts of MVaR, CVaR and IVaR and summarizes these metrics in a restrictive normal world. In section 3 we derive a general expression for MVaR and show how the total portfolio VaR can be decomposed into CVaRs. In section 4 we propose the adjusted conditional mean estimator for
MVaR. This simple estimator can be applied in non-parametric analytical VaR approaches as well as in historical and Monte Carlo simulation approaches. Section 5 evaluates the accuracy of the proposed estimator. A prototypical example illustrates that it pairs appealing simplicity with high accuracy and computational efficiency. Section 6 concludes the paper. 
MVaR, CVaR and IVaR under multivariate normality
( )
where the last equality follows from eq.(6). According to eq.(2) each term i identifies a component VaR:
So a CVaR is simply given by MVaR, multiplied by the dollar size of the corresponding position in portfolio p. When setting all expected returns equal to zero according to common practice 4 eqs.(6), (7) and (8) are fully consistent with the expressions presented by Garman [1996, 1997] and Jorion [1997; 2001, pp.154-161] . 4 Because of the short time horizon t ∆ involved in VaR estimations, the expected returns are dwarfed by the volatility effect and often neglected. This practice is not always warranted, however, for example when there are substantial non-linearities in the assets' pay-offs inducing convexity effects.
See also footnote 1.
It happens that this relationship between MVaR and CVaR is much more general than is believed. Let us therefore escape from the restrictive normal world by moving to a general setting.
A general perspective on MVaR, CVaR and IVaR
The only (and very weak) assumption we make is that all relevant return distributions have finite first moments. Eq.(1) identifies the portfolio dollar return as a linear combination of the dollar returns on the individual components. Because of the portfolio partitioning and by the very definition of conditional expectations we have:
E r r is a random variable. 
Substituting eq.(10) in (9) and conditioning on * p p r r = yields: 
Following complementary reasoning, Tasche [1999] independently derived the same result.
For formal proofs we refer to Tasche [1999] and Gouriéroux et al [2000] . From eqs. (2) and (11) we have: This generalizes the incremental VaR analyses by Garman [1996 Garman [ ,1997 and Jorion [1997] to the non-normal case. Expression (15) can easily be extended to the case where several assets are added to (or removed from) the portfolio at the same time. In fact, they apply to any portfolio revision. Since the MVaRs are estimated with respect to the initial portfolio, the potential impact of many trades on the portfolio VaR may be evaluated without recalculating portfolio VaR.
In the remainder we focus on MVaR as the building block of CVaR and IVaR. The next section shows how to estimate this metric in both analytic and simulation environments.
Estimating MVaR
In analytical approaches to estimating VaR, either assumptions are made with respect to the specific form of the portfolio return distribution (parametric), or this distribution is reconstructed in an approximate way using a moment series expansion (non-parametric).
Simulation based methods come in two basic forms. Historical simulation approaches employ historical return "scenarios" to construct a sample frequency distribution from which the portfolio's return confidence interval can be determined. In Monte Carlo simulations, a large number of drawings is made from predetermined (joint) distributions to construct the portfolio's return frequency distribution. For a detailed discussion and evaluation of these methods we refer to Jorion [2001] . In this section we provide guidelines to estimating MVaR within analytical and simulation VaR methods.
Analytical VaR approaches
In order to obtain { } MVaR r µ β µ = − + − , which is identical to eq.(6). As noted before, this marginal VaR also applies to an asset not (yet) included in the portfolio. 7 Likewise it is easy to see that on the portfolio level we have a slope of unity and a zero intercept.
When p is a market index or "the market portfolio" of financial assets, eq. (16) is known as the market model; see Stapleton & Subrahmanyam [1983] , e.g. We explicitly do not label the slope coefficients as "betas" since this term is contaminated with diverse interpretations in finance.
indicates semi-independence between the disturbance and the portfolio return, a case between independence and uncorrelatedness. The more restrictive case of independence is However, since the tail of the portfolio's return distribution tapers off, the median of the * T return observations in the h -window will be greater than the mean. Hence we expect that the portfolio-weighted average of the conditional mean returns is greater (less negative) than the portfolio quantile return:
In Hallerbach [1999] we proposed additional estimation methods, viz. local and two-piece linear regression models, and rational approximants. When evaluating their accuracy and efficiency we found that they improve on the global OLS estimator but rank below the adjusted conditional mean estimator. Tasche & Tibiletti [2001] further explore two-piece linear regression and find that it outperforms global linear and quadratic approximations. 
T =
, which still yields a comfortable * 16 T ≈ .
An example
In order to evaluate the proposed estimation procedure we present a prototypical example in a simulation context. After describing the data we first discuss estimated MVaRs and CVaRs.
Then we evaluate the use of MVaR estimates for approximating augmented portfolio VaRs through IVaR.
Data
The VaR horizon is one trading day and we generate a master sample of 1,000
samplings. This could be a four year historical simulation or a small scale Monte Carlo S with exercise price 100.84 (ATM forward). Table 1 summarizes the portfolios.
-insert Table 1 -insert Table 2 about hereTo gain insight in estimation errors we bootstrap a set of 1,000 sub-samples from the master sample. Each sub-sample consists of 1, 000 T = drawings with replacement from the master sample. Using the same set of 1,000 sub-samples for each estimation method, we computed the standard errors of the estimates. These are shown between parentheses in Table 2 . As expected, the adjusted conditional mean estimator has a lower standard error than the threshold scenario estimator. Since the global OLS estimator uses all 1,000 observations it does not surprise us that it also has low standard errors. However, for the same reason we expect that its bias will be large. In order to evaluate the accuracy of the estimated MVaRs (and hence CVaRs) we use IVaR to estimate the VaRs of the augmented portfolios.
Incremental VaRs
We use eq.(15) and the information in Table 2 to estimate the augmented VaRs of the portfolio revisions A through E. Table 3 confronts these estimates with the portfolio VaRs obtained by full-fledged re-estimation using the original 1,000 observations in the master sample ("actual" VaR). As expected the global regression method fails miserably and also the threshold scenario estimator performs very poorly. The adjusted conditional mean estimator, in contrast, yields almost exact results even though the portfolio revisions are substantial rather than marginal. Given the non-normality and the highly nonlinear portfolios at hand we expected the former but could only dream of the latter. Table 3 about here - Table 3 are the standard errors of the VaR estimates obtained from bootstrapping. As expected the adjusted conditional mean estimator has a lower standard error than the threshold scenario estimator. Since we also estimated the actual VaRs of the augmented portfolios, we can evaluate both the variance and the bias of the estimators. We computed the root mean square error Although this is a stylized example we can conclude that the adjusted conditional mean estimator is not only intuitively appealing and embarrassingly simple but also promises to be highly accurate for non-linear portfolios in general. We performed additional simulations on the basis of random portfolios and these results strengthen our confidence. We therefore expect the proposed method to live up to its promises in real-time practical applications.
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Summary and conclusions
This paper investigates the concepts of MVaR, CVaR and IVaR in a general setting. We derive a distribution-free expression for the marginal contribution of an asset to the diversified portfolio VaR − whether this asset is already included in the portfolio or not. We show how the diversified portfolio VaR can be decomposed in CVaRs and we derive an expression for
IVaR that applies to non-marginal portfolio revisions. We generalize the standard results under normality to an elliptical world and we present an explicit procedure for estimating
MVaR, CVaR and IVaR in simulation settings. This adjusted conditional mean estimator is not only intuitively appealing and embarrassingly simple but also pairs accuracy with computational efficiency, even when applied to highly non-linear portfolios. We expect that this outperformance can be maintained in a real-time trading context and hope that the proposed estimator signifies a valuable extension to a risk manager's toolbox. 
